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The theory of deformations of structure was begun some years ago
by Kodaira and Spencer [6], who laid the foundations for the theory of
variation of complex structure. Later, together with Nirenberg, they
established the fundamental existence theorem. On the other hand, it was
soon realized that the deformations of complex structure was (at least
conceptually) a special case of the theory of variation of the structure
defined by a transitive, continuous pseudo-group Γ acting on a manifold
X (briefly, we say a Γ-structure on X). In the complex analytic case,
Γ = ΓGjL(M>c) is the pseudo-group of all local bi-holomorphic transformations
in Cn. The theory of deformations of other special Γ-structures has been
discussed in [4] and [6]. Following this, Spencer succeeded in [7] in
establishing the basic mechanism for deformations of what might be
called flat Γ-structures i.e. Γ-structures for which a certain jet bundle
has coordinate cross-sections of a suitable type. Furthermore, he proved
the existence theorems in case ΓdΓGZ,(W)O. On the other hand, in [I]
(see also [9]), the deformation theory of certain non-flat Γ-structures
has found important applications, and, in [3], the general theory of a
(perhaps non-transitive) Γ-structure has been developed. The existence
theorems for certain special cases have also been given in [3].

The purpose of the present paper is to discuss the deformations of
a general Γ-structure. That this is possible is not surprising, and it may
even be possible to extend [7] to the general case. However, we have
chosen a somewhat different approach based on the following heurestic
consideration : Let X have a Γ-structure and suppose that this structure
is given by a certain "Maurer-Cartain form" Φ defined on a suitable
principal bundle Q-*X. Thus, Φ is a Lie algebra valued one form on
Q which satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equation.

(1) JΦ-—[Φ, Φ] -0.
Ll
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In order to vary the Γ-structure on X, we add to Φ a small tensor ψ
of the same type and consider Ψ = Φ+'ψι as an "almost-Γ-structure".
The integrability equation for -ψ is the Maurer-Cartan equation (1),
which is then written as

(2) DΨ-— [ψ, ψ] = 0 where
LJ

(3)

With (2) and (3) in mind, an examination of some simple Γ-structures
(e.g., local Lie groups — see § 6 below) easily reveals the following :
There exists over X a bundle of Lie algebras Z,, associated to Q^X,
and which has the following properties : (i) If Σ* is the sheaf of
germs of C°° //-valued #-forms on X, then the operator

(4) Dσ= rfσ- [Φ, σ ]

is defined on germs in the sheaf of graded Lie algebras

Σ* = θ Σ*; (ϋ) 0(Σ')c=Σg+1, D2 = o (by (i)),

and D satisfies the obvious derivation rule; (iii) if A9 =
the tensors Φ+ψ^ψ GA 1) give the nearly almost-Γ-structures, and
the integrability equation is just (2); and (iv) if 0 is the sheaf of
germs of infinitesimal Γ-transformations, there is a natural injection

Θ-^Σ° such that O-^Θ-^Σ'-^Σ1 is exact

In comparing our approach with [5] or [7], it is perhaps helpful to
keep in mind the following picture : In the traditional theory of defor-
mations, one fixes a manifold X and deforms a structure by peturbing a
structure tensor on X — this has the effect of fixing the manifold and
deforming the principal bundle which gives the almost Γ-structure. Our
method is to fix the bundle and deform the fibering — this happens simply
because the Maurer-Cartan form determines the fibering.

Now the above mechanism shows how to take a Maurer-Cartan
form and peturb it — this gives a method of deforming an integrable
Γ-structure, where by " integrable", we mean that the Maurer-Cartan
equation is satisfied. One actually wants that the resulting structures
be locally equivalent to the original by diffeomorphisms. The equations
for doing this are very simply derived using the following remark :
Suppose, on U<^Rn, we have a family of 1-forms η(t\ η(G)=η> and we
wish to find a family of vector fields ξ(t\ 1(0) =0, such that f(t)*η = ή(f)
where f(ΐ)=expξ(f). Then the system of partial differential equations
is just
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(5) A« )̂ = ̂ *at

In our case, we have locally a family ω(t) of Lie algebra valued
Maurer-Cartan forms which satisfy

(6)
£

We want then to find vector fields θ(f) ( = sections of Σ°) such that

where φ(t) = (t). But -£,(,XO = £(0*(0 = dθ(t}-

(by (4)); also D(t)φ(t)=Q by differentiating (6). Thus, in
our case, (5) becomes the system

(7) D(t)θ(ΐ) = φ(t)

with the integrability condition

(8) D(t)φ(t) = 0.

The point we should like to make then is that the theory of defor-
mations of transitive structure can be based on the four equations (4),
(2), (7), and (8).

The trouble with all of this is that, at the present time, the existence
theorems are missing. Namely, in §11 we give a brief discussion of
elliptic pseudo-groups (those Γ-structures for which the system D : Σ° -*
Σ1 is elliptic) and show that, in this case, one might expect that the
D-Poincare lemma (and even the D(£)-Poincare lemma) is true. In fact,

D D
for elliptic pseudo-groups, the symbol sequences of Σ7~1->Σg^Σί+1

are shown to be exact.
In § 12 we discuss some of the ins and outs of the existence theory

and give a few relavent examples.
We should like to close this introduction by commenting that most

of the material developed below is not new but is meant to provide a
modification and amplification of the theory developed by Spencer [7~].
Also, the approach to deformation theory and much of the discussion
below is taken from a seminar given by the author during the spring
1963.

1. Transitive continuous pseudo-groups. Let M be a connected
/^-dimensional manifold. A pseudo-group Γ of transformations of M is,
to begin with, a family of local diffeomorphisms of M which is closed
under composition of mappings (where defined) and taking inverses. We
say that Γ is transitive if, given two sufficiently close points m and m'

* The notation "J7 y(O" stands for "the Lie derivative of ζ along r"
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in My there exists /GΓ such that f(nί)=m'. In order to make Γ a
transitive continuous pseudo-group, we may assume that the transforma-
tions in Γ are locally difined by a regular* system of partial differential
equations.

Suppose now that Γ is a transitive continuous pseudo-group, and let
e0 be a frame at a fixed point m0eM. Then the orbit of e0 under the
transformations e0->f*(e0) (/GΓ) is a principal sub-bundle Plc^P(M)^
with structure group G1cnGL(ny K). Obviously Γ induces a transitive
continuous pseudo-group Γ1 of transformations on P19 and we may then
take the I\-orbit of a fixed frame e1 at e0£P1 to find a principal sub-
bundle P2cτP(P1) with group G2. In this way, we find associated to Γ
a (in general, infinite) sequence of principal fiberings Gμ,-^Pμ.-^Pμ.-19Pμ,
being a principal sub-bundle of P(Pjα_1). On the other hand, each Pμ is
a principal bundle over M with group Gμ, and the fibering Gμ->Pμ->M
may be thought of as describing the jets up to order μ + 1 of the trans-
formations in Γ. Clearly Gμ is a closed invariant subgroup of Gμ and

Let Θ be the sheaf of germs of infinitessimal transformations of Γ
Θ consists of the germs of C°° vector fields on M whose local one-
parameter groups lie in Γ. The stalk Θmo is a Lie algebra, which is
independent of the point w0, and which we thus denote by g*. Let
Θμ

oeι0mo consist of the germs which vanish to order μ at m0. Then
β;o = θmo and

(1.1) Ceio'βVlS®^"1-

Furthermore, since Γ is transitive, Θmo/Θ^o^ΓWo(M). We set Q* = ®mJ
Θ™4 1 and g* = lim gμ (g* is the formal Lie algebra of Γ). Also we define

° /Λ->00

gμ=θ™0/θ^1 and g = limgμ. Clearly g1 = g1 is the linear Lie algebra of

G1 = Gl and gμ is the Lie algebra of Gμ. There are projections g-J-^gί"1

and gμ->gμ~1, each with kernel gμ = Lie algebra of Gμ.
The vector space gίj; is not (with the bracket inherited from g*) a

Lie algebra, but, given ξ and η in g J, the projection of [I, 97] in gjr1 is
(by (1. 1)) well-defined. Thus we have a pairing

(1.2) [ , T*-1:

(In general, given |GgJ, we denote by £v the projection of ξ in g^ for

* This is a precise concept see £8].
** For a manifold X, P(X) is the principal frame bundle.
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We close this paragraph with a simple but suggestive example. Let
A be a connected Lie group which acts transitively on M— in the obvious
way, A induces a transitive continuous pseudo-group of transformations
on M. Let B be the stability group of m0 G M we may identify TmQ(M)
with α/b and Gl is the linear group of all transformations Ad b: α/b^
α/b(#eb). Let B1c^B be the connected kernel of this representation;
in the obvious way, Pl = AjBl and I\ consists of the transformations
induced by A acting on A/B1. We may continue this process, getting a
sequence of groups βZD/^ZD ZD.BμiD and where Pμ=A/Bμ, G*=B/Bμ.y

etc. Obviously, this process terminates at some μ0 where bμo = 0, and
then Pμ0 = A and Gμo=5. In our notation, g* = α> β = ί>, and flμ = bμ/bμ-1.

Now a pseudo-group Γ such that P^=P^+l=-- for some μ0 is said
to be of finite type. It is almost obvious that the most general transitive
continuous pseudo-group of finite type is locally equivalent to the ex-
ample just given (for suitable A and B\

2. The Structure equations. Let Γ be a transitive continuous
pseudo-group acting on M. The Maurer-Cartan form associated to this
structure is given by a sequence {Ωμ} of forms where Ω? is a gj-valued
form globally defined on Pμ+1, and which satisfies the following Maurer-
Cartan equation on Pμ+2 :

(2. 1) rfΩμ- — [Ωμ+1, Ωμ+1]μ = 0 .

^
(The bracket here is that given by (1. 2)).

We shall discuss briefly the forms Ωμ and the equation (2. 1). On
P(M\ there is the canonically defined RM- valued form ω = (ω1, ••-,<»*), and
ωlFj is the first piece Ώ° of the Maurer-Cartan form. If we have local
coordinates z on M and (z9 g) (g^GJ in Pιy then ω(z, g)=θ(z) g where
θ(z)=(θ\z\ ~ ,θn(z)} is a local co-frame on M. We have

(2.2) dω = -ω/\g-ldg±dθ g.

Let e19 —,er be a basis for the linear Lie algebra ^czgl(n, R\ and
write £p as the matrix (ah). Then, if {τrp} are the forms on Gl dual to
{ep}9 (2.2) becomes (c.f. [2]):

(2. 3) dωf = — Σ cJ 4 ω^Λ ω* + 2 «ίj ̂ Λ ®y

&

The cj* may be globally defined on P1? and, as they are invariant under
I\, the c]k are constant and are in fact the first part of the structure
constants of the Lie algebra g#.
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The forms πp are not invariantly defined on P1, but they are global
on P2 and there Ω1 = (ω1, •••, ωn π\ •-, τtr] is the g*-valued Maurer-Cartan
form. In addition to (2. 3) (which is now global on P2), we have again
a local equation

(2.4) dτrp = — Σ<C*σΛ*τ + — Σr f j ω 'Λω>+Σ*i iω β Λα>'

^J ^

where the {#°τ} are the structure constant of g l y the c°j are (because of
the transitivity of Γ2 on P2) again constants, and the ώ* are locally the
Maurer-Cartan forms on G2. The forms {&>"} are globally defined on P3,
O2=(ω1, •-, ω* 7T1, •-, τrr ω1, •-, ω5), and (2. 3)-(2. 4) may be combined and

written on P3 as dΩ1 —^-[Ω2, Ω2]1^. Clearly we may continue this
£l

process and inductively arrive at the g#-valued form Ωμ on Pμ+1 and the
equation (2.1) on Pμ+2.

If Γ is of finite type, then, for large μ, Pμ=Pμ+l = ••• =P and
Ω,μ=Ωμ+1= ••• =Ω is globally defined on P. In fact, P is locally a Lie
group and Ω is the usual left-invariant Maurer-Cartan form.

3. Almost Γ-structures. Let Γ be a transitive continuous pseudo-
group acting on M. Then Γ defines a sequence of principal fiberings
G^P^P^ where Pμc:P(P/A_1) and P0=M. If now X is a general
//-manifold, an almost T-structure on X will be given just such a sequence
of principal fiberings Gμ-^Qμ-^Qμ.j where QμcιP(Qμ_1) is a principal
sub-bundle and QQ = X.

We now observe that the construction of the Maurer-Cartan forms
Ωμ on Pμ+1 did not depend on Γ but only on the fact that we had the
sequence of fiberings {GfJ,->PfJ,-*P[J.-1}. Thus, given an almost Γ-structure
on Xy we may find a sequence of g£-valued forms Φμ on Qμ+1. We also
get equations like (2.3), (2.4), etc., but now the c ] k j c p

t j 9 c*jy ••• are generally
no longer constants, but are functions on the appropriate bundles, called
the structure-functions of the almost Γ-structure. We say that structure
is integrable to order μ if the first μ sets of structure functions are
constants. This is equivalent to the equation

(3.1)*-1 rfΦ^-1- —[Φμ, Φμγ~l = 0
Δt

on Qμ+1.
We introduce the following definitions for an almost Γ-structure :

(A) The structure is integrable if (3.1)*""1 holds for all μ (by abuse of
language, we call this an integrable Γ-structure) (B) The structure is
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transitive if the transformations preserving the almost Γ-structure on X
induce a transitive pseudo-group on Qμ for each μ; and (C) Finally, we
say that we have on X a ^-structure if, for each x 6 X, there exists a
neighborhood U of x9 a neighborhood V0 of m0 G M, and a diff eomorphism
/: [7->V0 which preserves the induced almost Γ-structures*. Clearly

Suppose now that we have on X an almost Γ-structure which is
integrable to order μ, and let x G X be an arbitrary point. Then there
exists neighborhoods U of x9 V of m0 G M, and a diffeomorphism / : U-+ V
such that f(x)=m0 and such that / is, to order μ+1 at x, a structure
preserving transformation. More precisely, there exist local cross-sections
ψ: V-+PW, φ: t/->Qμ+1 such that /*ψ*(Ω't)(jc)=^*(Φμ)(^) and
/* ψ 'W4-1) (*)= φ*(d&-1) (x).

4. Some remarks on the fmitude conditions for pseudo-groups.
Suppose that we have on X an almost Γ-structure and assume that the
Maurer-Cartan form Φμ on Qμ+1 satisfies

(9. 1) dΦ1*-1-- ί[Φμ, ΦT'1 = 0 .
Δι

Let σ:X-^Qμ+1 be a local cross-section, and set σ-*(Φμ)^ωμ. Then we
may locally define the g*-valued 2-f orm

(9. 2) A = dc*»-^[ω^ co^J **
£

we assert that [ω, A]μ-1 = 0 (ω = ω°). Indeed,

[ω, A]—^^, rfωμ— g-[< ω ]̂̂ ^1 (since Λ^-^O)

= rf[<ωμ]μ-1 = 0 (by (9.1)).
On the other hand, suppose that we can find a gμ+1-valued one-form

η such that -[ω, ??]μ = Λ. Then <^+1 = ω* + η satisfies d^-^-{ω^\ ω^γ

= A-[ω, η~Y = 0, and this implies immediately that ί/Φμ~4-[Φμ+1, Φt*+Ύ=Q
£

on Qμ+2.
The above construction suggests that we set yμiβr = gμ®(A*/2*)* and

define 8: y^->y"-^+1 by «fo)=[>, ^^ . Then δ2^ = [ω, [ω, ηγ-*γ-*

= =t~^-[[ω» ω]> fl7]μ""2 = 0> and the resulting cohomology groups are purely

algebraic and depend only on βs|e we set {Ker δ : γ^^^y^1'

* This corresponds to "introducing local Γ-coordinates" in [7].
** The bracket [αΛ ω*A]/A is defined by an arbitrary splitting of the sequence g*-*g*μ-*0.
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= Hμ"g(Q*). These groups have been introduced by Spencer [7], who
proved that #μ *(g*)=0 for μ^μQ*

We have thus shown above that, if an almost Γ-structure is integrable
to order μ, then the obstruction to integrating the structure to order
μ+1 is a tensor of type /P 2(g#). We consequently see that an almost
Γ-structure which is integrable to order μ^>μQ is integrable. (This is,
of course, well known and seems to have been done in several places
simultaneously and independently.)

As another example of Spencer's finitude theorem, we shall show
that there exists an integer /^ such that the bundles {Gμ-»Qμ— ̂ Qμ-J for
μ^μ1 determine an almost Γ-structure (in the sense that the bundle
Qμl+v is the "natural" prolongation of Q^+v-i for v^l). Denote by Ij*
the formal Lie algebra of the pseudo-group of all local diffeomorphisms.
Letting S\Rn) be the v-fold symmetric product of Rn, there is a natural
contraction < , > : §£+v®W)-*% such that <g£+v, Sv(/Γ)>£g* Let
(8*)v = {^£fy£+Ί<^> SX/r)>CIg£; we assert that there exists a μ, such
that (g^)v = S*1+v f°r all y^O. For this, it will suffice to prove that
(δ*1)1^*14"1 for some μί. But it is immediate that ίP'Xfl*)s(fl£)Yβ£+1

This algebraic result gives our assertion about the prolongations.

5. Construction of integrable almost Γ-structures. Let X be an
w-manif old on which we have an integrable Γ-structure. For μ sufficiently
large, we consider the principal fibering Gμ+1-^Qμ+1->X Set Y=Qμ+1.
Then there is defined on Y the c^-valued form Φμ which satisfies the
Maurer-Cartan equation. Our purpose now is to prove the converse :

Theorem. Let Ψμ be a §%-valued form on Y which is close to Φμ and
which satisfies the Maurer-Cartan relation

(5. 1) dψ"-1-— [Ψ* ψ^-1 = 0 .
£

Then there exist manifolds Rμ and Z, a diagram of fiberings
Y

*j/ \
Rμ -> Z , and a ^-valued form Λ^-1 on R^ with τrϊ!e(Λ'A-1)=ψίA-1. Further-
more, there is on Z an integrable ^-structure whose μth prolonged bundle
is Rμ. and such that A**"1 is the Maurer-Cartan form on R^.

Proof. Write Ψμ=(ψ0,ψ1, ••-,%) and set Ψ0 = « --,ωM); ψ^^1, -,
τtr\ Then equations (2.3) and (2.4) hold. Thus the system {ω' =0} (/ = !,
•• ,w) is completely integrable and defines a fibering of Y. (There is

This result now has a very simple proof using homological algebra see [8],
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some trouble that the leaves may not be closed — however, this will be
automatically satisfied in the applications below.)

{ω> = 0}
Let the quotient space be Z; we have Y - •* Z. Similarly, the dis-
tribution on Y given by {ω' = 0; πp = 0} is involutive and we get a

fω' = OΊ

fibering Y - + Rίβ

In order to show that Rl fibres over Z, we must prove that the
forms ω1, • • ,ω* project from Y down to RίΛ Thus we must show that
i(Θ)ωJ=Q = XQωi for any vector field θ tangent to the fibres of Y-^R^
(here ί(0)ω'=<ωJ, 0». But θ is tangent to the fibres if, and only if,
<y, 0> = 0 = <τrp, θy (j = l,—,n; p = l,—,r), and it follows from (2.3) that
-£βω

y=0. Thus we may project ω1, ••-, ω* to Rιy where the system {ω^'=0}
{ω/=0}

is again completely integrable and defines a fibering Rl - -> Z so that
Y

/ \ commutes.
I?! -» Z

We assert that R^-^Z is a principal bundle with group G l β To
prove this, we must define on R1 r- vector fields e19 - •> er such that
<ωJ, £p> = 0 and [0P, 0σ] = Σ<Zpσ£τ Let £>: l^-^y be a local cross-section.

Then the {ω''} and {φ*(πp)} give a local parallelism, and we define ep by
<ωy, ep> = 0, <^*(τrp), O = ̂ σ To prove that the ^p are globally defined,
we may show that, if φ:R^-^Y is another local cross-section, then

^VPHΣ^ωy Set fp = 9>*CτrP);lp = #*(^p). From (2.4), we get

-lp)Λω*=0(ί = l,-,Λ). Set rfί = Σ «;*(?* - )̂.

and, by Cartan's lemma, dί=Σ^*zω / w^ dil = dί

lk. Thus Σ^/U^""^)
P

= Σ <f*zω / and, since the r-matrices ap = (aί

pj) are linearly independent, we

get fp — |p=Σfr3 f i > y as desired. Consequently the {ep} are defined and we

' 1compute [ep, ej\. We have dφ*(π?} — <p*(άfτrp)=^- ^Π ap^Φ*(7tσ}/\ φ*(τrτ}

(modulo ω1, - - ,ωw) and then ζdφ*(π?\ (eσ, er)y = ap

στ or [βσ, βτ]=Σ«Sτ^p
This proves that R1-^Z is a principal G^bundle in order to complete

the Theorem, we need an obvious induction plus the fact that R1 is a
sub-bundle of P(Z\ Now X9^^i(e^d^^rdi(f^="Σ,a^ (by (2.3)),
and thus ω = (ω1, •• ,ω f l) is an Rn-valued form on Rl which satisfies the
conditions: (a) the ω« are independent at each point and the equations
{a>j=Q} define the fibering R1-^Z; (b) ω(pg)=ω(p}g (p£ R^ g'^G1). We
shall prove that, under these assumptions, there exists a bundle injection
f:R1-^P(Z) compatible with the linear representation of G1 given on QI

by ep-^(aί

pj').
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7
Indeed, choose a connexion in G1^R1->Z given by a field of G-

invariant horizontal spaces HpcnTp(R^ (peRJ. For each p, the forms
ω\p\ — , ωn(p) give a basis of the dual space JET*, and we let f^ρ\ —,fn(p)
be the corresponding basis of Hp. Then γ*(/ι(/>))> •• ,7*(/»(ί)) is a basis
of ΓγcΛ(Z), and we let f(p)eP(Z) be this frame. It is easy to see that
/ is an injective bundle mapping. Q.E.D.

6. Deformations of structure the case of a parallelism. Because
of the theorem in §5, in order to deform an integrable Γ-structure on
X, we may go to a suitable prolonged bundle Qμ+l and peturb the
Maurer-Cartan form Φμ so as to have (5. 1) satisfied. In order to carry
this out precisely, we begin with the simple case when M is a Lie group
A and Γ consists of the left translations in A.

Let S9 be the sheaf on A of vector- valued ^-forms. If el9 - ,en are
a basis for the left-invariant vector fields on A, then any germ φ in Sq

may be written φ==^ep®φp, φp being a germ of an ordinary #-form.
P = l

We define [ , ]: <Sp®S*-»<Sp+g by [>P ® φ\ eσ ® ψσ] = [>p , eσ

There are then the usual identities :

(6. 1) [>, ψ ] = ( - IΓ +1I>, <?]

(6. 2) (-1ΓCΛ [ψ, ̂ ]]+(-lΓ^, [>, ψ]]+(-lΓ[t, [̂ 7, ̂ ]] - 0

(6. 3) rf[ f̂ ψ] - [rf9>, ψ] +( -

where
For later use, we observe from (6.2) that, if φ£S\ we have

(6.4)

(6. 5)

Let now ω1, ••-, ωn be the forms dual to e^ ••-,€„, and set Ω= 2] 0P®ωp.
Then

(6.6) rfί2-— [Ω, Ω] - 0.
£

Denote by Γ^ the global sections of Sq. The nearby almost Γ-structures
( = parallelisms close to ^, ,O are given by forms Φ=Ω, + φ where
φ^T1 is small the integrability condition is just

(6.7) d(Ω, + φ)-— [ί2 + ?>, Ω + <p] = 0.
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Using (6. 6) and (6, 1), (6. 7) reduces to

(6.8) Dφ-±-ίφ9φ] = Q
£

where

(6.9) Dφ= dφ-[Ω, φ}.

Theorem. If we define D:Sg-*Sg+1 by D(φ)=dφ-[Ω, φ], then D
has the following properties :

( i ) D2 = 0 and D[>, ψ] = [£>?>, ^]+(-l)1
(ii) The kernel of D on S° is just Θ;
(iii) The sheaf sequence

D D D D
(6. 10) 0 -> Θ S° - cS1 - - -»£*-*

is £##£/ and
(iv) TA0 equation (6. 8) /or small φ G I71 gίfles £A0 deformations of the

integrable ^-structure.

Proof. Using (6. 6), (6. 5), and (6. 3), we get : D2φ=D(dφ-\Ω, <p])=

^>]~[Ω, rf9>-[0, 9>]] = --^-[[Ω, Ω], ]̂ + [0, dφ]-[Ω, dφ\

, [Ω, 9>]] = 0. The derivation rule follows from (6.3) and (6.4).
To establish (ii), it will suffice to prove that, for a germ θeS°9

(6.11) Dθ = 2

Indeed, if {c£τ} are the structure constants of α,
Σ 0P®.£X = Σ ep

The D-Poincare lemma follows from the usual one together with
the following remark: If (locally) /i, ,/r are a basis for the right-
invariant vector fields, and if we write φ=*Σιfp®φp> then

(6.12) Dφ = Σ/P®^

The theorem now follows.

7. Deformation of structures of finite type. Let A and B be
connected Lie groups with Bc^A a closed subgroup. Let M=A/B and
let Γ be the transitive continuous pseudo-group on M induced by the
action of A on A/B. From the principal fibering B^A-+M, we may
construct the vector bundle T(A)/B-*M (i.e. we identify tangent vectors
to A which are right translates by an element of B\ and we denote by
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Σ* the sheaf on M of germs of #-forms with values in this bundle.
Now it is easy to see that

(7.1) T(A)/B=AxBa*

where B acts on α by the adjoint action. Thus we have an injection

Σ*-»£*

Lemma. [Σ*, ΣΊ ̂  Σ*+* and £>Σ* £ Σ*+1.

Proof. We choose a basis eί9 9en for α such that eί9 ~,er gives a
basis for bczα. Also, we let l^ί, j^n and l^*p, σ, τ<Jr be our ranges
of indices. Then Σ* consists of the germs φeS9 which satisfy

(7.2) ί(*p)9> = 0

(7.3) JV9> = I>p,9>]
n

where i(ep)φ=^ίei®^φi

y epy and [0P, 9>]= ^Σ,cljei®φj.
f = l

Now let 9> 6 Σ*> Ψ1 € 57- Then i'(OI>> ψ] - [ι(O^ ΨQ + [̂ , i( P̂)^] = 0.
Also, X.£φ, ψ] = [J7.p9>, ψ] + [9>, .̂pψ] = CC^p, φ], ψ] +

[by (6.2)), and consequently
On the other hand, for ^> G Σ^> we have :

i(ep)Dφ= i(ep) dφ - i(ep] [O, φ] = Xe?φ - di(e^φ - [i(ep(Q, φ\ = [ep , φ] - [_
-0. Also, X.pφ^Xfflφ-X.jiQ,, φ\ = d\£.^ <P\-\£.& 9>]-[ί2,
= rf[^P, ^]-[^P> Ω], 9>]-Ω, C^P> ]̂] = [βp, dφ]-[ep, [Ω, 9>]] =

Q.E.D.
We now phrase the above in a manner suggestive of the general

case. Let X be a manifold on which we have an integrable Γ-structure,
where Γ is a transitive continuous pseudo-group of finite type acting on
M. Then, for some //, Qμ/ = Qμ/+1=... = Q and Gμ/ = Gμ/+1= — =G, and we
denote by Σ* the sheaf over J£ of germs of #-f orms with values in the
vector bundle T(Q)/G ( = QxGQ*) Then there is an algebraic bracket
[ , ] : Σ^Σ^Σ^* which makes Σ*= θ Σ* a sheaf of graded Lie

?^o
algebras. The operator D defined on Σ* by Dφ=dφ — [Φ, <p] (Φ =
Maurer-Cartan form on Q) maps Σ* into Σ*+1> and satisfies D2 = 0 together
with the derivation law in Σ*

The sheaf Θ of infinitessimal transformations preserving the in-
tegrable Γ-structure on X may be naturally lifted or prolonged to a
subsheaf of Σ°> an(i we have the

Theorem. The sequence

* α = left-invariant vector-fields on A.
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D D D

tf. Furthermore, if Cq = H\Xy Σ^X //*£ integrable Γ-structures close
to Φ are given by the small φ£Cl which satisfy the differential equation

(7.5)

8. The general case, a first resolution. Let Γ be a transitive
continuous pseudo-group of transformations on M, and let X be a mani-
fold with an integrable Γ-structure. We denote the μth prolonged bundle
over X by Qμ so that we have a principal fibering Gμ-*Qμ-^X. Consider
the bundle T(Qμ)/G^ and let Σμ>* be the sheaf on X of germs of ^-forms
with values in this bundle.

We wish to define on 2μ"*= ΘΣM a bracket product. In order to
tf^O

do this, we first observe that the Lie algebra structure on g* induces a
well-defined bracket

(8.1) [ , ]: βμ+v®β£-*β$+v-1>

and consequently, for » ̂  1 (which will henceforth be assumed), a bracket

(8.2) [ , ]: cT v®9£-g£.

Thus the adjoint representation of Gμ+v on g£ is defined, and it is easy
to see that (c.f . (7. 1))

(8. 3) Γ(Qμ)/G* ̂  Qμ+v x G,-vg£ .

From (1. 2) and (8. 3), there is then naturally defined

(8. 4) [ , ] : Σμ

which satisfies (6. 1) and (6. 2).
The sections of ΣM are given by the g£-valued #-forms φ on Qμ+v

which satisfy

(8.5) i(e)φ = 0, and

(8.6) -Ceφ= \β,φ\

where ^ G gμ+v acts on Qμ+v on the right. Now the g£-valued Maurer-
Cartan form Φμ is defined on Qμ+v, and so, for a germ φ in Σμ>(7> the
expression

(8.7)
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makes sense and is a g^"1-valued (^+l)-form on Qμ+v From the Lemma
in § 7 and (8. 5), (8. 6), we see that Dφ is a section of 2μ~lf*+1. Thus
we have defined

/O O\ T\ . "*ξ~\μ >Q ^ ^"l/^ —li^+l(Λ>. o) u. 2J ~> s' >

where D2=0 and Z) is compatible with the bracket (8.4).
We now investigate the kernel of D on XT'0 f°r P sufficiently large.

A germ θ in Σμ'° is a vector field on Qμ, and we assert that

(8.9) Dθ = J?θΦ
μ-1,

where Φμ-1 is the Maurer-Cartan form on Qμ. Symbolically, this goes

as follows: J:QΦ^ = di(θ}Φ^-l^i(θ}dΦ^ = d(θ^+i(Θ} (γ[Φμ, Φμ]μ~1) =

-^Φ^ θ']μ-1 = DΘ. This formal computation is easily justified.
Now the sheaf Θ on X of germs of infinitessimal transformations

preserving the integrable Γ-structure induces naturally a sheaf ΘμdΣμ'°
on Qμ.y and from (8.4) we see that D(Θμ)=0. Conversely, let μ^μ1

(§4) and suppose that 0GΣμ'° is a germ for which DΘ = Q. Then, by
(8.9), θ preserves the fibering G^-^Q^X and induces an infinitessimal
transformation Θ0 on X whose local one-parameter group preserves all
of the bundles G^-^Q^-^X (η<Lμ). Thus Θ0 preserves the integrable
restructure (since these bundles determine it).*

In conclusion then, for μ sufficiently large, we have over X a sheaf
sequence

D D D
(8. 10) o -» Θ -> Σμ+1'° -> ΣT'1 -»•••-* 2μ~*+li* -* >

which is exact at the second stage, and which is such that the small
*) which satisfy

(8.11) zv-i-_[>, φγ-ι = 0
£

give the integrable Γ-structures close to Φμ.

9. Deformations of structure; the general case. For the purpose
of existence theory, the sequence (8. 10) has the defect that the μ index

* It is perhaps worthwhile to illustrate this process in local coordinates. Let (ω1,--, ω"
at1,—,π r) be as in §2 and let 0 = (0, . , 0") be a local vector field on X. Then J7βω'' =
Σtf/ω' ( = dθi — 'Σctjkθ)^θk') for some matrix function tf/(x). If tfyf'£βι» tnen 0 induces a
vector field 0C1) ( = first prolongation of 0) on P1. In fact, tf/Ot^ΣβpOO <W an<^ 0cυ ^as

components (θ1 ~ , θn αλ , , αr) observe that 0d) e Σ1)0 Furthermore, Z)^1^ has components
c70''-Σcjfcω'0*-ΣαP0p/ω>=0. Conversely, given 0^ on Pj with D^D=o, we see that 0cυ
is the prolongation of a vector field 0 on X which preserves G1-^Pl-^X.
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is dropped by one each time (the top term in φ goes undifferentiated in D).
One remedy for this is to pass to the projective limit: Set Q = limQμ

and ̂  = lim^'g. Then D:2^~^Σ^+1 is a well-defined operator and

D2 = 0. Furthermore, just as in (6.12), the D-Poincare lemma is the
rf-Poincare lemma on φ, and is hence formally true. If X and Q are
real-analytic, and if 2*== θ Σ* consists of real analycic germs only,
then the sequence *^°

(9. i) o -> Θ -»Σ° -»Σ1 -» - -» Σ^ -> Σ^+1 -* -

is exact, and, since Hq(Xy Σ*)^ (tf^>0) (by Theorems ^4 and B and the
general Kϋnneth relation), the groups Hg(Xy Θ) are represented by the
global D-cohomology groups.

However, even in this real -analytic case, the available techniques
fail to prove the fundamental theorem : If X is compact and has an
integrable Γ-structures and if H\Xy Θ) = 0, then the nearby integrable
Γ-structures are effectively parametrized by a neighborhood of the origin
in H\X, Θ) (indeed, it is not clear that dim H\X, Θ)<<χ>). Some of
these difficulties may be circumvented by the following device taken
from [7] : Define Sμ'q to be the set of all pairs ty = (φy ξ) for φ a germ
in ΣΓ'* and | = [Ωμ+1, φ»+Ύ where ^+1 is a germ in Σμ+1 * which, under
the projection ^+l><ί-+^>«, goes onto φ. Thus we have an exact
sequence

(9. 2) 0 -> Λμ+1 * -> 2μ+1>* ̂  Sμ'9 -> 0

defined by π(φ) = (φ», [ίiμ+1, φ~Y}, and Λ*+1 *= {φe"ΣΓl'f\φ^ = 0 and

With (8. 7) in mind, we define Z> on ̂  by

(9.3) D(φ,ξϊ = (dφ-ξ, -dξ).

Then it is easy to verify that D(Sμ>t9)^3μ"9+l and Z>2-0. Also, with
(8. 11) as motivation, we define a bracket [ , ] : &•*&&•' -+SW by

(9. 4) [ψ, ̂ ] = ([̂ +1, φμ+lΎy 2[ξμ>+\ <^μ+1]μ) (-ψ = (φ, I), ψ = (̂ , I)) .

Let now μ be sufficiently large and set A9 = H°(X, S1*"*}. If ψι=(9>,έ)
1

is a small element in A\ and if J5ψ—-^-[ψ1, ̂ ] = 0, then from (9.3) and

(9. 4) it follows that

(9.5)
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which implies that ί2μ-i-^μ gives an integrable Γ-structure close to the
structure given by Oμ.

Theorem. Let X be a compact manifold on which we have an integrable
Γ-structure, and let Θ be the sheaf of germs of infinitessimal ^-trans-
formations. Then there exists on X sheaves of graded Lie algebras
Sq(Q<q<n\ differential operators D:S«-+Sg+\ and an injection (pro-
longation) Θ->ς$° such that:

(i) In the sequence

(9. 6) 0 - Θ -> S° £ vS1 ̂  - -> cS*-1 ̂  Sn - 0 ,

D2 = 0 and 0 -» Θ -> cS° -* vS1 is «Λ:αcί

(ii) Z) ί 5 compatible with the graded Lie algebra structures, and the nearly
integrable ^-structures are given by the small sections ψ£Al = H\X, Sl)
which satisfiy

(9.7)

10. Deformations of transitive Γ-structures and of Γ-structures.
In §9 we have established the mechanism for deforming an integrable
Γ-structure on a manifold X. If the original structure is either transi-
tive or a Γ-structure (i.e. "local coordinates exist" — c.f. §3),* it may be
asked whether or not the same holds for the new structure. This is a
local problem and we now derive the relavant systems of partial differen-
tial equations.

Let UcR" be a domain and consider over U a family of bundles
Qp+ι(t)-+U coming from almost Γ-structures. Let Φ(t) be the g^- valued
Maurer-Cartan form on Qμ+1(0> an(i assume the integrability equations

(10. 1) dΦ(tΓl-±-[Φ(t\ Φ(0]μ'1 = 0 .
&

Let σ(t): U->Qμ+l(t) be local cross-sections which define trivializations
Qμ+1(ί)^[/xGμ+1. If wesetω(f)=σ<f)*Φ(f)> then the Maurer-Cartan form
ΦOO is given on f/xGμ+1 by ω(ί)+ (Maurer-Cartan form on Gμ+1). The
bundle T(Qμ(t))/Gμ^g^xU and so the sections of Σμ'° are given by the
g£-valued functions on U.

Now let ω^ω(0) and assume that this structure is transitive. Thus
there exist "sufficiently many" local solutions of

* It may well be that this is always the case.
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(10.2) Dθ = dff'-1-[.ω9θγ-1 (c.f. §8),

for local gίj -valued functions θ. The condition that the peturbed structures
be transitive is simply that there exist local solutions of

(10. 3) D(f)θ(t) - dθ(tγ-l-[ω(t\ 0(ffΓ-1 = 0 .

We now give a system of partial differential equations for the exis-
tence of bundle diffeomorphisms f(ί) : Q^t) -> φμ ( = Qμ(0)) such that
f(t)*Φ = Φ(t). Before doing this we recall that, associated to a vector
field ξ on VcRN, there exists a local 1-parameter group h(s) = exp(s, ξ)
acting on We V. Similiarly, given a section θ of 2μ'° ( = £*- valued
function on U\ there is a corresponding local 1-parameter group h(s) =
exp(s, θ) of bundle diffeomorphisms of £7xQμ.* We now seek a 1-
parameter family θ(t) of sections Σμ'° with 0(0) =0 and such that

(10. 4) g(t)*Φ = Φ(t)

where g(f) = exp(f, 0(f)).

Theorem. // we set φ ( t ) = , then (10.4) holds if, and only if,
at

(10. 5) D(t}θ(f) = W-'-IXO, βCO]"-1 = 'PCO'1-1 :

Proof. By (8. 9), Z>(f)0(0=-£βcί>®(0''~1> and we shall prove the Theorem
in the following form: Let W<c,RN be a domain, rj(f) a family of 1-
forms on W, and Kί) a family of vector fields with 1(0) =0. Then

= η(f) if, and only if, _£ fe(Λ(f)=^ where /(/)=exp(ί,

Assume f(tYη = η(t\ and write

..,1=^(0). It is easy to see that /(/) is defined by

By assumption, ^η£f(t)) = ημ) where »?<(/(0)=9#)°/(0 Using

(10.6), we get

. On the other hand, J
dx! dx}

'. Substituting

* Indeed, Λ(s) = (exp(ί, /9°), exp 000) where 0X is the projection of θ into ̂  and exp (500 is

the exponential mapping in G .̂
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in the above expression for

. Since this argument
at

is reversible (using the fact that /(0*£(0=£(0)» the Theorem follows.
Q.E.D.

The equations (10. 3) and (10. 5) present the same analytical difficulty
as the sequence (8. 10). Again then, we define over U a family of sheaves
e>? where a germ in Sq

t is represented by a pair (φy ξ\ φ is a germ in
2μ g ( = 0Ϊ- valued #-forms) and ? = [α<f), ^μ+T for some germ <?μ+1 in
Σμ+li* which projects onto $>. We define />(/): c5?-^cS?+1 by

(10.7) D(f)(φyξ} = (dφ-ξy -dξ).

Then, by (10.1), D(tJ=Q and we get a sequence

/>(0 D(t)
(10. 8) 0 -> θ, - cS? — - S] -> - -> cS? -U cSΓ1 -> -

which may be viewed as a peturbation of (9. 6). For example, from (10. 3),
we see that Θ, is just the sheaf of germs of infinitessinal automorshisms
preserving ω(f)

If now η(t} is the germ (<Mί)̂ , L(/), <Mί]T~Λ in ^j, we get from
\ at L ot J /

1 - [ω(0, ωίOT'^O that #(0*7(0=0. If we can find Kί) in cS?

such that D(f)ξ(f)=η(t\ then ξ(t}=(θ(t}μ-\ \_ω(t\ flCOT"1) and we have that

#(;)#(;) =3ω(0μ ^ iββφ (10.5). Thus, in order to insure that our family
3/

of integrable Γ-structures is in fact a family of Γ-structures, it is
sufficient to have the Z)(/)-Poincare lemma in (10.8).

REMARK. For some Γ, it is possible to see directly that a transitive
Γ-structure is a Γ-structure. For eample, suppose that we have a transi-
tive almost-complex structure, and let θ\ ~,θn be local vector fields, of
type (1, 0), which are a frame and are also infinitessimal automorphisms.
Then, if θ is any other Γ vector field, 0=^fj& for some complex

functions /,-. Now, for any function g, ΣfjdLθjg=ΣfjLθjdg=Lθdg=:dLθg

= Σ9//^/£+Σ/A£/£ and so Σ§/>-£/£=0 for all g, i.e. 3/, = 0 (j = l,
•• ,n). Thus we have local holomorphic functions, which is in this case
the same as a Γ-structure.

11. Elliptic pseudo-groups. Suppose that we have on X an in-
tegrable Γ-structure. The sheaf Θ of infinitessimal Γ-transformations is
a sub-sheaf of 2, the germs of all C°° vector fields, which is defined by
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a system of linear partial differential equations. We say that Γ is
elliptic if this system is elliptic.

To be more precise, for a vector bundle E^X denote by /%#) the
bundle of jets up to order μ of C°° sections of E, and let £μ(E) be the
sheaf of sections of Jμ(E). There is a natural prolongation mapping
ιμ: 3-+#\T\ and there is a sub-bundle Qd/^77) (μ^μ0) such that a
germ Θ in T is in Θ if, and only if, i\Θ) is a section of Q* We set
R=Jl*(T}/Q; there is a natural linear mapping A:J\T)-*R which may
be considered as a system of linear partial differential equations defining

For each covector ?;£ T7*, there is defined the symbol σA(η)=σ{η) of
the system; σ(<η)€ΐίom(Tx, Rx\ and we say that ^4eHom(/μ(Γ), Λ)
defines an elliptic system if σ(^) is injective for each ηφQ. We shall
explicity write out σ(η) below.

In § 9 we have defined the operators D : SQ -» ^>*+1 by introducing
metrics, we may define the adjoint operators D* : Sg-+Sg~l (tfΞ>l) and,
as usual, the Laplacians

(11. 1) DD* + D*D = L : Sg -* Sg (q ̂  1) .

(For 0 = 0, L=D*D}.

Theorem. Γ is elliptic if, and only ify the Laplacians (11. 1) are
elliptic**

Proof. The main trouble is notational, and we shall show that Γ
elliptic implies that L is elliptic for #^0,1. This is sufficient for appli-
cations to (10. 3), and the reader may easily supply the general argument.
We assume that μ is such that JH

rv>*(g;|ί) = 0 for v^μ-l, and we set
δ

g* «= {φ£"Σ?'q ' ^μ~1 = 0} so that the sequence 0->ΛM-*Bμ'*-»Λ't-1 «+1->()
is exact. If we define 6>: £P *-»\>W * by ω(φ,ξ)=φy then we have

(11. 3) 0 -> Λμ *+1 -̂  ̂ μ ^ -̂  Σμ'^ -> 0 .

For a covector ?/, the symbol mapping of D,

(11. 4)

is defined and σD(ηJ = Q. Also defined are σ /X^): ^μ ̂ -^(5
μ^-1 and 0-^(77):

^μ^->Sμ'^. Since (rL(η)=σ^η)σj^rί)+σjD4η)σ Λj(η)9 it follows that Z, is
elliptic if, and only if, the symbol sequence

* In fact, Q corresponds to the subsheaf Σ^>° of
** Quillen has a more general result in his Harvard thesis.
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(11.5)

is exact. Furthermore, we easily see that σ/)(77)(Λμ^+1)c=Λμ^+2 in (11. 3)
and that (11. 5) is exact if, and only if

(11.6)

is exact where, for λGAμ '*, σ ̂ ^λ^Λλ. (Remark: If we denote the
algebraic cohomology groups arising from (11. 6) by ff £><7+1(A), then from
(11.2) and the fact that H*-*(B) = Q always, we see that #^(A)^
Hη+l'g(A.)^ .... This is an algebraic proof of the statement that a pro-
longation of an elliptic equation is elliptic.)

We now introduce local coordinates (x1, •••, x") so that η = dx^. As
is customary, we let p=(pl9 •••,.£„) represent a vector of non-negative
integers; \p\=p^ ----- Vpn, xp=(xl)Pl' (xny», etc. Also we set p+lk=
(A» — >£*+!> —>A ) We let e19—,eN be a local basis for R, and we
agree on the ranges of indices |^ί, j, k, •••, <,n\ |<r, s, t<^N. A local

section φ of ^μ(Γ) is written as φ= Σ φj,,—®xp, and ^4eHom(/μ(Γ), Λ)
. , .
is locally written as

(11-7)
p.y

For a covector ? = (f1, •••, ?*) and ψ=(ψj}£T> the symbol mapping is
given by

(n.8) (<KIW= Σ *;

We now prove that O ^ A ^ - A ' * ' 2 - Aμ 8 is exact. If λeA"'1,
λ-δ7 for some 76Bμ+lf°. Since Br °c:Σri0cι^(2τ), we write 7={γi; |g |
= ;*+l}. Then, with a suitable choice of coordinates,

Furthermore,

(11. 9) (σjfoX&y), - rf^1 Λ (δγ)p = Σ 7,+ι̂  Λ dx" .

If 0- )̂7 = 0, then from (11.9) we get 7ff-0 for g4=G*+l,0, — ,0). On
the other hand, A(<y)=Q and we then get from (11.7) that

(ii. 10) Σ*j7y = o (a] = <41>0,.,o)y Ί} = 7U,o, ,o>) .
But (11.10) contradicts the injectivity of the symbol (11.8) for £• =
(1,0, ..-,0).

* This representation is only valid at a point.
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Now let λ£Λ μ > 2 and assume that rf#1Λλ=0. We write \=8φ for

9>GΞ'M" l i l, and then we may express φ as φ= Σ *φdxk (kΦ^ Ξμ+1'0).
*=ι

Clearly this is possible. We write explicitly kφ^ikφqϊ I t f l — μ+1} so that

(11. 11) (δp), - Σ U%+ι,-/^+ιA)rf**Λ rfjf' .

From (11.11) and rfj'Λδ^O, it follows that

(11.12)

We wish to find r={τq} € 5μ+1 ° such that dxlλ δr=δφ, which is explicitly
written as

(11- 13) p+ιk

Now it follows immediately from (11. 12) and (11. 13) that we may con-
sistently define, for gφ (/*+!, 0, •••,()),

(11. 14) rg = i<PP+ik-k<Pp+ii (g. = P+1J

To complete the proof, it will suffice to define rcμ+1. <>..., <» so that A(r)=Q
(τ={rq}\ In the notation of (11.10), we wish to solve

(11.15) Σ* jV=- Σ alrf

From (11. 14) it follows that the right hand side of (11.15) satisfies N—n
independent linear relations which are also satisfied by vectors a(ξ)s =
ΣΛ5?y Since the symbol σ(ξ} (£=(1,0, --sO)) is injective, we may then
(uniquely) solve (11. 15). Q.E.D.

EXAMPLE. The following example is due to Singer. Let V be a
(real) vector space and GczGL(F) a linear Lie group with Lie algebra
gcng/(TO= V®F*. We let X= V and Γ = ΓG be the pseudo-group deter-
mined by the flat G-structure on V; that is, a local diffeomorphism of
V is in ΓG if, and only if, the jacobian matrix J(f)x € G for all x. (We
make the identifications T=VxV; J\T}=Vx(V®V*); etc.)

Proposition. ΓG is elliptic if, and only if, g contains no linear trans-
format iohs of rank 1.

Proof. A germ θ e 2 is in Θ if, and only if, j\θ)x e g for all x
thus QaJ\T) is VXQ and A is essentially given as the projection
ω : Ql(V)->Ql(V)/Q. For ξ € V* (-cotangent vector), the symbol of A, σ(ξ]
€Hom(V, Q/(V)/fl), is given by σ(ξ)^ = ω(^r®ξ). The symbol mapping

fails to be injective if, and only if, ^®ξ£ gdV® V* for some ψ , f,
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which in turn happens if, and only if, g contains a linear transformation
of rank 1. " Q.E.D.

12. Remarks and examples

(i) Remark on Elliptic Systems. We consider the following problem:
Let X be a manifold, E-+X a vector bundle, Eg = E®Λ.*T*, and A\E)
the sheaf of germs of C°° sections of E. Suppose that we are given a
linear differential operator D: A\E}-^Ag+\E) whose principal part is d.
Thus, locally, Dφ=dφ — A/\φ where A is a local section of HomCE,E1).
Suppose that, for each q, we are given a locally free subsheaf S9dAg(E)
such that D(Sg)(nSg+1 and D2:Sq-*Sq+2 is zero. Finally, we assume
that the symbol sequences

(12.1) S« σ > Sg+l * > Sg+2 (?7Gr*-0) (ff^O)

are exact. Question: Is the Poincare lemma for

(12.2) 0 -> Θ -> S° £ S1 ̂  > S* ̂  S*+1 -> -

true? This is a special case of the general problem of solving "regular"
over-determined elliptic systems, but is one which has arisen several
times in differential geometry.

EXAMPLE 1. We shall check that the Z)-Poincare lemma for D: Sq

-^Sq+l as given in the Theorem of §9 falls in the above class. (More
generally, the Z>(0-Poincare lemma for the operators in (10.8) will be of
the form (12.2).) By (11. 3) we have a diagram

(12.3) *
/
I

without the broken arrows and the operators d and Δ. The broken
arrows mean that locally, after trivializing all bundles, we split the
vertical sequences. The operators Δ and d (= exterior differentiation) are
then induced by commutativity. Now the top row in (12.3) is exact
because (locally) 2μ><7r:r:germs °f 9*-valued ^-forms and Δ has the exterior
derivative d as its principal part.

As for the bottom row (whose exactness would obviously give the
Z>-Poincare lemma), we have locally a diagram
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d dgμ,0 _ > gμ,0+ι _ > £7^,0+2

(12.4) I f f
\ d \ d I

where the Sμ>p are just (locally) vector-valued p-forms. If Γ is elliptic,
then the symbol sequence of the bottom row in (12. 4) is exact (c.f . § 11)
and we are precisely in the situation (12. 1).

EXAMPLE 2. Suppose we have given in E a connexion ω with covariant
differential D: Aq(E)-*Aq+l(E}. For φeA*(E), D2φ=Ω,φ where ΩG
A'(Kom(EjE)) is the curvature. If we let Sgα:Aq(E} be the germs φ
with Ω,°φ=Q, then D(S*)c:S*+1 since, for φ£Sq, ΩDφ=D(Ωφ)-(DΩ,)φ=Q

= Q by the Bianchi identity). Then the sequence

(12. 5) 0 -> Θ - S° S1 S2 -

has D2 = 0. If the connexion ω in /? has the property that the sheaves
D D

Sq are locally free and that the symbol sequences in S*'1 -^Sg -*Sg+1 are
exact (tfϊ^l), then we say that ω is regular.

Unfortunately, the condition of regularity may be quite restrictive
for example, if E= T and ω is a Riemannian connexion of constant

D D
curvature, then the symbol sequence of S° -> S1 -> S2 is not exact (although

D D
that of Sq-1->Sq-^Sq+l is exct for 0>1).

The reason that one would like the Z)-Poincare lemma for (12. 5) is
to say what elements φ in A\E) ( = global sections of A\E)) are of the
form φ=Dξ for ξ€A\E). To treat this question, we may introduce the
sheaves RQ by R' = A*(E) (ff = 0, 1) and R* = Aq(E)lΩ°A'-\E) (?^2).
Then D induces D: Rq-*Rq+l and we have

D D
(12. 6) 0 -> Θ -> R° -> R 1 -* R2 ->

with Z)2 = 0. Furthermore, it is easy to check that D-Poincare lemma
in (12. 5) is equivalent to corresponding statement for D in (12. 6). Then
φ above should be a global section of R1 which satisfies Dφ=0 and we
are looking for a global section ξ of R° with Dξ = φ.

EXAMPLE 3. Deformations of Structures of Finite Type. Let A, B be
connected Lie groups with Ben A a closed subgroup. If X=A/B, then
the action of A induces a transitive continuous pseudo-group Γ on X
which is elliptic. Furthermore, the analytical difficulties disappear and
the D-Poincare lemma in (7. 4) holds. We shall give an interpretation
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of the groups Hq(X, Θ) as calculated from the resolution (7. 4).
If C%A)=C~ functions on A, then b acts on C°°(A) by right trans-

lation and there is an isomorphism

(12. 7) Cq ̂  {C°°(A)® α ® Λ«(α/b)*}b

Now the right hand side of (12.7) is the Lie algebra cochain group
Cq(a, b C°°(A) ® α) and the whole point is that, under the isomorphism
(12.7), D: Cq-*Cq+l goes into the boundary operator δ : C*(α, b C°°(A)®ά)
->(C*+1(α, b C°°(^4)®α). Furthermore, A acts on Cq, this action commutes
with Z), and under the isomorphism (12. 7) this corresponds to A acting
on C°°(A) by left-translation. With this understood, we get then an
isomorphism of A-modules

(12.8) H*(X, Θ) ̂  Hq(a, b C~(A) ® α).

For instance, if E is a finite dimensional A-module which is a direct
summand of C°°(A), we have the reciprocity formula

(12.9) RomA(E, H'(X, Θ)) ̂  H'(a, b Horn (E, α)).

For example, taking E=a, we find that a®H\a,V) is a direct summand
of H\X, Θ) where A acts by A/®1. The deformations arising from
this space have been constructed in [3], §10. Also, taking E= trivial
A-module in (12.8), we find that H\a, b α) is a direct summand of
H\Xy Θ) where A acts trivially. This vector space gives rise to deforma-
tions of the Γ-structure constructed as " outer automorphisms of α
preserving b/inner automorphisms of α preserving b".
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